ONE-PAGE OVERVIEW
An evolvable virtual world
MetaCore will deploy on BSC.

Dual tokens economy, MTC is between BSC and
game-chain, FPD is only circulated in game-chain.

ROADMAP
Citizenship public sell

MTC traded on PancakeSwap

NFTs trading on marketplace

Specific Area public tender

Golden citizenship- 1BNB max:10000

MTC will set a time lock until 2022.4.15.

Players sell lands with BNB/MTC/FPD.

Bid in MTC.

Platinum citizenship- 10BNB max: 500

MTC Circulating Supply :160,000,000MTC

Players buy lands with BNB/MTC.

Supply tools to build up.

AI citizens buy lands with FPD.

Need to cost materials.
MTC bids will be burned.

Pre-Alpha Test
MTC public sales for whitelist

Lands NFT mint

Whitelist for citizenship NFT holders.

Lands NFT on BSC chain

Ordinary citizenship NFT - 0.5BNB

Price: 1MTC = 0.001BNB

Mint fees are 500MTC per land.

Income will add to liquidity contract.

1,000 MTC per golden citizenship.

Total:250,000 of lands,

Up to 280,000BNB in liquidity contarct.

50,000 MTC per platinum citizenship.

200,000 are available to mint.

ECONOMY

OVERVIEW
What is

FREEPORT officially online

?

is a play-to-eran blockchain
metaverse & an evolvable and free economic
ecosystems.
Special Features
Millions of AI citizens have their Asset Rights
through smart contracts.
All assets (NFT) must be produced by the skills
of citizens who use the raw materials(game
tokens).

Increase liquidity(LPs)
>>The one of most basic and important thing on economy.
Entire NFT income will add to liquidity contract.
Decrease token(MTC) in circulation
>>Whole the lands are minted by MTC and the payment
will be locked for 3 years. Entire Specific Areas of incomes
will be burned.
Token(MTC) redeemable
>>Token will be locked after sell, unless it fall on debut
price. If so people can redemption their token by their
citizenship NFT to smart contract.

operates on a separate proprietary
blockchain.

Promotion to communities
>>Usiing asymmetric cryptography tech in-game wallet,
players dont need to have another decentralized wallet.
Exchange will be only necessary to deposit and withdrew
tokens like Binance.

TOKENOMICS

SMOOTH FLOW OF TRADE

Meta Core(MTC)

NFT minted by material
>>NFT item minted by material, people mining
material is helpful for economic circle.
Virtual start-up
>> Although items are available to trade on
marketplace, each of city and town are financial
independence. People are able to purchase lands,
stores, start up work studio, mint item, equipment
and rent it to other players. Not only to trade with
players, but also AI citizens.
Extensions
>>AI black market, in-game monsters are able to
purchase equipment from black market. Killing
monster might get their equipment. It helps
economy working.

Total supply : 1000,000,000MTC
facebook.com/FreePortGame
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